
Summer Reading for French II-AP

One of the best ways I stay up to date with my French is by following social media accounts, blogs, watching French tv shows,
movies, listening to French music, etc. If you take the time to add French into your daily life, you will be surprised by how much you
learn from just seeing it on a regular basis. Especially in formats you are already familiar with, and understand. It’s all about context.

Summer Activity BINGO will work as follows:
You must get “BINGO” on the card below. “BINGO” means you complete FIVE activities either horizontally, vertically, or diagonally.

BONUS “BLACK OUT!” if you do all of the activities on the card.

Documentation must take place for each activity. These activities are to be done IN FRENCH. Most activities can be documented
with a screenshot/photo.
There are very few that actually require paper being used/turned in. However, I would prefer that ALL activities be submitted
electronically. SAVE PAPER!

*These activities are all searchable online. Recipes, youtubers, movies, tv shows, etc. are all an easy google
search away.

All completed activities will be sent AT THE SAME TIME with the title “French BINGO”. Do NOT send me each activity
separately, I will NOT grade them individually. Use google slides, or powerpoint to combine all your activities.

You cannot use the same image/activity for more than one BINGO spot.  NO DOUBLING UP. NO REPEATS from last year!!

Be creative, this is supposed to be fun and a way for you to incorporate French into your everyday life.

All COMPLETE BINGO submissions for French II and AP should be sent to: esmreker@gmail.com, all French III work should

be sent to jcall@hardingcharterprep.org no later than FRIDAY, AUGUST 13th! ( Do not send anything before
July 15th, please. We need a summer break too.)

mailto:esmreker@gmail.com


B I N G O

Find a funny joke/meme
about the French
language- take a

screenshot

Follow French/foreign
language

instagram/facebook
accounts, screenshot 5

your favorite
images/expressions

Record yourself saying
5 different expressions
you learned from social

media/internet/etc.

Create a funny French
meme or TikTok

Use the app “Duolingo”
and send me your best
streaks of the summer.

Watch youtube videos
by French speaking
youtubers and write
down name/title and

brief summary

Listen to French music,
screenshot your playlist

Watch a French series
on Netflix/hulu/etc

(Parental Discretion
Advised)

Organize a French film
night with other French

class friends or
non-French class

friends- take a selfie of
the group with film in

background

Make a French recipe
with friends- take a
video or selfie while

you’re doing it- tell me
what the recipe is

Have a convo in French
with a friend(s) through
text/DM/etc screenshot

Recreate a famous
French monument

using random objects

Take as many selfies as
you can with various

things that have French
on it and tell me what it

says.

Watch a French series
on Netflix/hulu/etc

(Parental Discretion
Advised)

Listen to French music,
screenshot your playlist

Draw a cartoon in
French with French text

bubbles!

Watch French language
Tiktoks and write down

what you learned

Have a convo in French
with a friend(s) through
text/DM/etc &
screenshot

Follow French/foreign
language

instagram/facebook
accounts, screenshot

your favorite
images/expressions

Find a funny joke/meme
about the French

language- print it out or
send a screenshot.

Listen to French music,
screenshot your playlist

Find a funny joke/meme
about the French

language- print it out or
send a screenshot.

Make a French recipe
with friends- take a
video or selfie while

you’re doing it- tell me
what the recipe is

Watch French language
Tiktoks and write down
what you learned

Draw a cartoon in
French with French text

bubbles!



Helpful tips and people/accounts to follow!

Instagram: Playlists:
Vivreparis I have a playlist titled “French Class” on my Spotify account.
Foreignlanguagecollective Search my name “Emma Smreker” and you should find it.
Frenchwords
Frenchdaily
Frenchisbeautiful
Parispromenades Youtube: A simple search for “French Youtube channels”
Equipedefrance will provide lots of possibilities. A favorite of mine is:
Pourquoipasenfle Cyprien
Unrevefrancais
Francaisavecpierre
Francaisestsimple
Phrases_en_francais
La_langue
La_langue.francaise
La.langue.francaise
Igersfrance
750grammes
Nationality.unknown
Latelierblabla
street_french

*I cannot guarantee that all previous/future content is school appropriate. Parental discretion/permission is advised*

And others! Just search “paris,” “france,” “français,” etc. and you will find hundreds of accounts that post things you like. A lot of these
accounts are Tiktok and possibly twitter. Search and see what you find! Remember to follow them and screenshot things you like at
various points during the summer.

Netflix/Hulu/Amazon/etc:
Movie/TV show streaming sites change very often, but you can do a search for “French” on any of the sites listed, and you will be
given lots of options. Movies and TV shows are also sometimes found on Youtube.
You may not watch a film we have already watched in class.
The film MUST be in FRENCH, with English subtitles if you’d prefer.
Parental discretion is advised, French films/shows are often rated-R or not rated at all.


